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Abstract
Objectives This paper aims to describe the degree
to which general practitioners (GPs) explore suicidal
behaviour among depressed patients in the Netherlands.
Design An observational study of consultations between
GPs and depressed patients.
Setting 39 sentinel GP practices within the Netherlands
in 2017.
Participants Patients with a registration of depression.
Primary and secondary outcome measures Primary
outcome measure is suicide exploration by the GP.
Secondary outcome measures at patient level, assessed
by surveying GPs, include prevalence and severity of
suicidal thoughts. Secondary outcome measures at GP
level include follow-up actions of GP and reasons not to
explore suicidality.
Results A total of 1034 questionnaires were included in
the analyses. GPs assessed and explored suicidality in
44% of patients with depression (66% in patients with a
new episode of depression). GPs explored suicidal feelings
more often in patients with a new episode of depression
(OR 4.027, p<0.001, 95% CI 2.924 to 5.588), male patients
(OR 1.709, p<0.001, 95% CI 1.256 to 2.330) or younger
patients (OR 1.017, p<0.001, 95% CI 1.009 to 1.026).
Multilevel analysis showed that 22% of the variation in
suicide exploration is due to differences in GP practice.
Thirty-eight per cent of the patients who were asked by
their GP, reported (severe) suicidal ideation. Most GPs
(68%) did not explore suicidal feelings because they
thought the patient would not be suicidal.
Conclusion GPs explored suicidal thoughts in less than
half of all depressed patients and in two-thirds of patients
with a new episode of depression. Suicide prevention
training is recommended to enhance suicide exploration.
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Introduction
Globally, almost 800 000 people die as a
result of suicide every year and many more
attempt suicide.1 The global average suicide
rate is 10.6 per 100 000 inhabitants.2 Both
Europe and the Netherlands exceed this
global average with respectively 15.4 and
12.6 per 100 000 inhabitants.2 In the Netherlands, 1917 people died as a result of suicide
in 2017.3 In addition, it was estimated that
310 000 Dutch people make a suicide attempt

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► First Dutch study on suicide exploration by general

practitioners (GPs) in depressed patients.
►► GPs completed questionnaires straight after their

consultation, limiting the chance on recall bias or
overestimation of suicide exploration rates.
►► A large dataset was collected including information
on 1034 consultations.
►► The prevalence of suicidal ideation among patients who were not asked about suicidal feelings
is unknown, as well as whether GPs made a correct
assessment not to discuss suicidality with these
patients.
►► This study largely depends on the labelling practices
of the GPs: consultations with depressive patients
who were not labelled as such are not included in
this study.

and 1.3 million experience suicidal thoughts
once in their life.4
General practitioners (GPs) play a central
role in the recognition and management of
patients with suicidal ideation. In many countries, GPs are patients’ first point of contact
with the healthcare system and therefore
capable of signalling suicidal ideation at an
early stage. Once recognised, they also function as a gatekeeper to more specialised care.
GPs can either decide to treat a patient in
primary care or refer the patient to mental
healthcare services.5 Since early identification and treatment of suicidal ideation may
prevent suicidal behaviour,6 GPs are the focus
of many suicide prevention strategies.7 8
Many persons are in contact with the healthcare system prior to their suicide or suicide
attempt.9–15 An international review showed
that patients were more likely to contact
primary care services than mental health
services: approximately one-fifth of patients
were in contact with mental health services
and half of the patients were in contact with
primary care services within 1 month of their
suicide.10 Another study reported that about
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Methods
Population and setting
This study included the Dutch sentinel GP practices, a
nationally representative subgroup of practices within the
Nivel Primary Care database. Sentinel GPs register and
2

report information on the occurrence of various illnesses,
incidents and interventions in the general practice that
cannot be derived from automated registrations. For
some illnesses, additional data are obtained by prompting
electronic questionnaires to the GPs using an application
which is implemented in the GP information system.
The sentinel network is in place since 1970 and
currently consists of 72 GPs working in 39 different GP
practices throughout the country. The practices have a
total of 139 094 registered patients, which account for
approximately 0.8% of the Dutch population. Patients
are representative for the population in gender, age,
geographical distribution and population density.31
Procedure and questionnaire
In 2017, a specific depression module and questionnaire
were implemented in the GP information system of the
sentinel practices. Patients with depressive disorder were
selected using the International Classification of Primary
Care (ICPC) code 'depressive disorder (P76)'. When
GPs updated the electronic medical records of these
patients, the module prompted questions to verify that
it concerned a face-to-face encounter with a depressed
patient. After confirming these questions, the GPs were
directed to the ‘Suicide Prevention within Primary CareScale’, a questionnaire designed by Gilissen et al8 for the
purpose of this study. The questionnaire was based on
recommendations from the Dutch suicide prevention
guideline6 and experts from the field. It assessed whether
or not GPs had explored suicidal thoughts, the intensity of the thoughts and concreteness of suicidal plans.
Furthermore, the questions focused on the actions or
interventions that GPs agreed on with patients reporting
suicidal thoughts.8 Completed questionnaires were automatically sent to a database at Nivel.
Patient and public involvement
Patients were not involved in determining the design, the
recruitment to or conduct of the study. GPs were involved
in these processes, as the protocol was discussed in the
sentinel practices advice committee with sentinel GP
participation and with the sentinel GPs on their annual
meeting before the start of the project. During that
meeting, they could provide feedback, ask questions or
object the proposal. Results of the study will be disseminated to the GPs by means of a plenary presentation and
a report.
Statistical analyses
From 1 January to 31 December 2017, GPs completed
questionnaires regarding consultations with patients diagnosed with depression. Descriptive statistics were used for
patients’ characteristics and the prevalence of suicide
exploration and suicidal feelings. Multilevel multiple
logistic regression was applied to determine whether age,
gender and new episodes of depressive disorder were
related to the primary outcome measure (GPs’ suicide
exploration) or patients’ suicidal ideation. To control for
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one-third of patients are in contact with primary care
services alone.9 In the Netherlands, 42% of patients who
died as a result of suicide was treated by mental health
services16 and 48% was in contact with primary care
services prior to fatal or near-fatal suicidal behaviour.11
Even though contact with primary care services prior
to suicide or suicide attempt is common, recognition of
suicidal ideation remains difficult. Pearson et al14 found
that 27% of GPs were concerned for their patients safety
prior to their suicide and Dutch GPs identified patients’
imminent risk for suicide in only 31% of patients who later
engaged in fatal or near-fatal suicidal behaviour.11 There
can be different reasons why these recognition rates are
low: risk factors may not be distinctive enough and GPs
might avoid discussing suicidal ideation with patients as
they find it a difficult topic to address.17
Previous studies11 18–21 have established the strong relation between suicide and depression. Assessing suicidal
ideation in patients with depression may be worthwhile:
where suicidal ideation in the general primary care
population is estimated at 1%–10%,17 among depressed
patients it is considerably higher (54%).21 Various international clinical guidelines for depression or suicide prevention,6 22–24 therefore, recommend to screen and monitor
suicide risk in all patients diagnosed with depression.
A previous French study25 reported that 86% of GPs
explore suicide risk often or very often among patients
with depression. A British study26 described that nearly
all (92%) GPs reported that they sometimes screened for
suicidal ideation, especially when patients showed symptoms of depression. A study using standardised patients
simulating major depression,27 reported suicide exploration rates of 42%. Another French study28 reported that
GPs successfully identified suicidal ideation in 52% of
patients who started antidepressant or anxiolytic treatment. However, accurate measures of GPs’ suicide exploration rates in depressed patients are lacking.
This observational study in Dutch sentinel practices
aims to describe the degree to which GPs explore suicidal
behaviour among depressed patients, using an automatically triggered questionnaire implemented in the GP
information system of the sentinel practices. This method
will likely limit recall bias and provide a more realistic
representation of GPs’ suicide exploration compared
with previous studies. It is hypothesised that suicidal feelings are more often assessed in patients diagnosed with
a new episode of depression, since it is an indication of
the severity of depression.29 Furthermore, since male
gender and older age indicate a higher risk on death by
suicide,3 30 suicide exploration may be more common
among these patients.
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Results
During 2017, the sentinel GPs registered 1104 consultations with patients with depression. They completed
questionnaires concerning 1081 (98%) of these consultations. Of these, 37 (3.4%) were excluded because they
did not refer to a face-to-face encounter between the GP
and the patient. The remaining 1034 questionnaires were
included in the analyses. The mean number of completed
questionnaires per practice was 26.5, varying from 2 to
119 completed questionnaires per practice. GPs reported
that one-third of the patients (342) presented with a new
episode of depressive disorder during the consultation,
the other 692 (66.9%) patients had an existing episode.
Two-thirds (666 or 64.4%) of the encounters concerned
female patients and one-third (368 or 35.6%) males. The
mean age of the patients was 49.4 years (SD 18.3) at time
of the consultation, with ages varying between 14 and 97
years old.
Suicide exploration by GPs
During the consultation, GPs explored suicidal feelings in
455 (44%) of all 1034 depressed patients and in 225/342
(66%) patients with a new episode (table 1). Multilevel
analysis indicated that GPs explored suicidal feelings
more often in patients presenting a new episode of depression (OR 4.027, p<0.001, 95% CI 2.924 to 5.588) or male
patients (OR 1.709, p<0.001, 95% CI 1.256 to 2.330). Every
year a patient was younger, the OR of being asked about
suicidal feelings increased with 1.017 (p<0.001, 95% CI
1.009 to 1.026). The proportion of variance explained by
general practice (the ICC) was 22%. The proportion of
encounters during which GPs explored suicidal ideation
at the 25th and 75th percentiles are, respectively, 24.4%

Table 1 Characteristics of patients in who suicidality was and was not explored (n=1034)
Suicidality explored
N (%†)

Suicidality not explored
N (%†)

Total
N (%)

Gender*
 Male

188 (51.1)

180 (48.9)

368 (100)

 Female

267 (40.1)

399 (59.9)

666 (100)

Mean age (SD)*

46.4 (18.5)

51.8 (17.8)

49.4 (18.3)

 Existing

230 (33.2)

462 (66.7)

692 (100)

 New
Total

225 (65.8)
455 (44)

117 (34.2)
579 (56)

342 (100)
1034 (100)

Episode of depression*

*Significant at level p<0.001.
†Percentages are presented for the row and add up to 100% horizontally.
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Statistical tests were carried out two sided and p values
below 0.05 indicated statistical significance. Descriptive
analyses and χ2 tests were carried out with SPSS V.25.0.
Multilevel analyses were done using the R statistical software environment.36

the influence of GP practice a random intercept for GP
practice was added to the model. Multilevel analyses were
done using the R package lme4.32 The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was calculated at practice level to
estimate variation between practices using the R package
sjstats.33
χ2 tests were carried out to test for significant differences between patients with new and existing episodes.
A new variable was computed to indicate the severity of
suicidality. This variable was created from items assessing
patients’ frequency of suicidal thoughts, perceived
control over these thoughts and actual preparation of
an attempt.34 In addition, items assessing patients’ rumination, hopelessness, entrapment and burdensomeness
were added.35 Adding up these items created a ‘sum score
of suicidality’ ranging from 0 to 7, with 0 referring to the
least and 7 to the most severe suicidal. A multiple linear
regression model was used to study the influence of age,
gender, episode of depression (new vs existing) and the
interaction terms of these variables on the severity of
suicidality.
The item ‘follow-up actions’ was recoded into a mutually exclusive ordinal variable. ‘Adopted a wait and see
policy’, ‘recommended online tools’ and ‘made the
patient aware of suicide crisis hotline’ were all recoded
into 1. Made a follow-up appointment was recoded 2.
Referring the patient to either a mental health nurse,
basic or specialised mental healthcare were recoded into
respectively 3, 4 and 5. Consulting the crisis services or
an affiliated psychiatrist was recoded as 6. When multiple
actions were carried out, only the strongest one counted.
Thus, whenever a GP selected both ‘made the patient
aware of suicide crisis hotline (1)’ and ‘made a follow-up
appointment (2)’, only the latter counted. A Spearman’s
rank-order correlation test was performed to study the
association between severity of suicidality and follow-up
actions of the GP. ‘Prescribed antidepressants’ and ‘other’
were excluded for the test, because of too many missing
values (antidepressants) and the open field (other). For
these variables, numbers and percentages are described.

Open access

New episode
N (%†)

Existing episode
N (%†)

Total
N (%†)

I thought the patient would not be suicidal*
The patient indicated earlier that he/she was not suicidal**

97 (82.9)
13 (11.1)

294 (63.6)
115 (24.9)

391 (67.5)
128 (22.1)

There was not enough rapport to ask such a sensitive question

3 (2.6)

10 (2.2)

13 (2.2)

I did not want to give the patient any ideas

1 (0.9)

1 (0.2)

2 (0.3)

Other

17 (14.5)

99 (21.4)

116 (20)

Total no of GPs
Total no of responses

117
131

462
519

579
650

Significant at level *p<0.001, **p=0.001.
†Percentages are presented for the number of GPs and do not add up to 100% due to multiple response item.
GPs, general practitioners.

and 51.3%. For patients with a new episode of depression,
these proportions are, respectively, 39.2% and 69.2%.
Reasons not to explore suicidal feelings are presented
in table 2. The most frequent reported reason overall was
‘I thought the patient would not be suicidal’ (67.5%).
This reason was more often reported for patients with
a new episode (82.9%) than patients with an existing
episode of depressive disorder (63.6%), χ2 (1)=15.809,
p<0.001. ‘The patient indicated earlier that he or she was
not suicidal’ was more often reported for patients with
an existing episode (24.9%) than a new episode (11.1%),
χ2 (1)=10.296, p=0.001. A small minority of GPs (2.2%)
reported that there was not enough rapport to ask such
a sensitive question. Two GPs did not explore suicidal
thoughts in one occasion (0.3%), because they did not
want to give the patient any ideas. The GPs selected the
option ‘other’ 116 times (20%), mostly because of comorbidity, for instance, due to dementia or a threatening
psychosis, or when patients were referred to or under
treatment of another healthcare professional. Starting or
adapting medication was another frequently mentioned
reason not to explore suicidal thoughts. Time constraints
and cultural issues were reported only twice.

Prevalence and severity of suicidal feelings
GPs described that 174 (38.2%) of the 455 patients in
whom they explored suicidality, reported suicidal feelings (see table 3). Forty-seven (10.3%) indicated they
experienced suicidal feelings multiple times a day and
127 (27.9%) experienced these several times a week. The
remaining 281 patients (61.8%) did not report suicidal
feelings to their GP. Multilevel multiple logistic regression was performed to check whether gender, age and
episode of depression were significantly associated with
having suicidal feelings (yes/no). When controlling for
practitioner, no independent variable was significantly
related to having suicidal feelings. The proportion of variance explained by general practice (ICC) was 24%.
A large majority of the 174 suicidal patients ruminated (81.6%), experienced hopelessness (64.9%), felt
entrapped (55.7%) and felt like a burden to others (42%,
table 4). Whether a patient had concrete plans of taking
their life was inquired most often by the GPs (97.7%).
Almost a quarter (22.4%) of the patients reported that
they had a concrete plan to take their life and 23 (13.2%)
reported that they did not trust themselves. χ2 tests were

Table 3 Characteristics of patients with and without suicidal feelings (measured among patients in whom suicidality was
explored) (n=455)
Multiple times a day
N (%*)

Several times a week
N (%*)

No suicidal feelings
N (%*)

Total
N (%)

Gender
 Female

23 (8.6)

75 (28.1)

169 (63.3)

267 (100)

 Male

24 (12.8)

52 (27.7)

112 (59.6)

188 (100)

Mean age (SD)

42.5 (19.1)

44.1 (19.3)

48.1 (17.8)

46.4 (18.5)

 New

23 (10.2)

70 (31.1)

132 (58.7)

225 (100)

 Existing
Total

24 (10.4)
47 (10.3)

57 (24.8)
127 (27.9)

149 (64.8)
281 (61.8)

230 (100)
455 (100)

Episode of depression

*Percentages are presented for the row and add up to 100% horizontally.
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Suicidal feelings multiple times a day
Ruminating about problems or taking their life

New episode

Existing episode

Total

Yes
N (%)

Yes
N (%)

Yes
N (%)

N.D.
N (%)

0
8 (9.9)

47 (27)
142 (81.6)

0
12 (6.9)

N.D.
N (%)

23 (24.7)
74 (79.6)

0
4 (4.3)

24 (29.6)
68 (84)

N.D.
N (%)

Experiencing hopelessness†

57 (62)

3 (3.3)

56 (69.1)

7 (8.6)

113 (64.9)

10 (5.7)

Feeling entrapped*

45 (48.4)

15 (16.1)

52 (64.2)

15 (18.5)

97 (55.7)

30 (17.2)

Feeling like a burden to others‡

40 (43)

15 (16.1)

33 (41.8)

11 (13.9)

73 (42)

26 (14.9)

Concrete plan or preparation of taking life‡
Not trusting oneself

17 (18.5)
9 (9.7)

2 (2.2)
11 (11.8)

22 (27.5)
14 (17.3)

2 (2.5)
13 (16)

39 (22.4)
23 (13.2)

4 (2.3)
24 (13.8)

*Significant at level p<0.05.
†Missing n=1.
‡missing n=2.
N.D., not discussed.

carried out to test for differences between prevalence of
these factors in patients with new or existing episodes
of depression. Only ‘feeling entrapped’ differed significantly between the two groups χ2(1)=7.394, p=0.025.
Patients with an existing episode more often felt
entrapped (64.2%) compared with patients with a new
episode (48.4%).
The sum score of suicidality is an indication of the
patient’s severity of suicidality. It was calculated by adding
up the risk factors from table 4. The mean sum score
of all patients was 3 (SD 1.6, range: 0–7). No significant differences were found with regard to sum score of
suicidality between patients with new (M=2.85, SD=1.615)
and existing (M=3.32, SD=1.619) episodes of depressive
disorder (χ2 (7)=7.238, p=0.405). Most patients experienced 4 (25.3%) or 3 (20.7%) symptoms simultaneously.
Multiple linear regression techniques showed no influence of age, gender and episode of depressive disorder
on severity of suicidality (F (3,170)=1.246, p=0.295).
Follow-up actions of GPs
GPs registered the presence of suicidality in 91.9% of the
174 patients who reported suicidal feelings. Most GPs

(70.7%) registered this in an open field of the patient’s
electronic medical record. Another 19.1% registered the
presence of suicidality in the referral to a mental healthcare specialist. In 8.1% of the encounters the presence
of suicidality was not registered. Significant others were
involved in most suicidal patients (71.8%), either by the
GPs directly (32%) or by discussing with patients how to
involve them (68.6%).
Follow-up actions included mostly a referral to specialised mental healthcare (31.7%) or the mental health nurse
(20.1%). Further actions included inviting a patient for a
follow-up appointment with the GP (18.9%), consulting
the crisis service or a liaison psychiatrist (16.5%) or referring the patient to basic mental healthcare (12.8%) (see
table 5). In some cases, GPs adopted a wait and see policy
(2.9%) or pointed out the suicide crisis hotline (2.3%),
but always in addition to one of the other stronger
measures, hence these are not in the table. Spearman’s
rank-order correlation test showed that there was a weak
but significant correlation between severity of suicidality
and follow-up actions from table 5 (ρ=0.281; p<0.001;
n=164). From the 106 patients (64.6%) who were referred

Table 5 Follow-up actions carried out by the GP for patients reporting suicidal feelings (multiple answers were possible, but
only the strongest measure is presented here) (n=164)

Made a follow-up appointment
Patient referred to mental health nurse

New episode
N (%*)

Existing episode
N (%*)

Total
N (%*)

16 (17.8)
19 (21.1)

15 (20.3)
14 (18.9)

31 (18.9)
33 (20.1)

Patient referred to basic mental healthcare

17 (18.9)

4 (5.4)

21 (12.8)

Patient referred to specialised mental healthcare

26 (28.9)

26 (35.1)

52 (31.7)

Consulted crisis services or a liaison psychiatrist
Total

12 (13.3)
90 (100)

15 (20.3)
74 (100)

27 (16.5)
164† (100)

*Percentages are presented for the column and add up to 100% vertically.
†Missing n=10.
GP, general practitioner.
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Discussion
Suicide exploration rates by GPs
Most guidelines6 22–24 encourage GPs to explore suicidal
feelings among patients who are suffering from major
depressive disorder. Our study suggests that GPs explore
suicidal feelings in around half of the face-to-face consultations with depressed patients. As hypothesised, patients
presenting a new episode of depression had higher odds
of being asked about suicidal feelings than patients with
an existing episode. GPs explored suicidal feelings in
two-thirds of patients with a new episode of depression
and in one-third of patients with an existing episode. We
also expected that suicidal feelings would be more often
explored in males and older patients, because of their
increased risk on engaging in fatal suicidal behaviour.3
Males were indeed associated with higher exploration
rates, but older age was not. Strikingly, younger patients
were more often questioned about suicidal ideation.
There was large variation between GP practices with
regard to suicide exploration; 22% of the variation in
suicide exploration is due to differences in GP practice.
GPs in the lowest quartile only asked for suicidal ideation
in up to a quarter of the depressed patients. We lack data
to further explore the origins of practice variation, but it
is very unlikely that casemix differences of the patients
can explain this variation. Bocquier et al25 showed that
French GPs also vary in exploring suicidal ideation among
depressed patients. Their variability was partly explained
by GP-related factors: GPs’ age (<50), personal history with
psychotherapy, continuing medical education on suicide,
participation in a formal mental health network and experience with patients completed or attempted suicide in
the past 5 years all added significantly to their likelihood
of exploring suicidal feelings. Perceived barriers that were
associated with lower suicide exploration scores include
lack of training, reluctance to ask about suicide, lack of
skills and lack of time.25 An earlier study27 showed that
GPs working in a non-academic setting explore suicidality
less often, whereas personal experience with depression
resulted in more frequent suicide exploration. Furthermore, they reported significant physician variance of
57% which could not be attributed to physician specialty
(family medicine or internal medicine), sex, communication style or perceived barriers to or confidence in
treating depression. More research is needed to study
the role of these and other unspecified factors more
thoroughly. Possibly, educational programmes aiming at
suicide prevention may decrease the variability between
GPs and result in a more unequivocal approach towards
suicide exploration.
6

Bajaj et al26 found that most common barriers to screen
for suicidal ideation included insufficient time and
cultural issues. In addition, they found that a quarter of the
GPs believed that screening for suicidality could induce
or trigger such behaviour or thoughts. In the current
study, time or cultural reasons were only mentioned
twice. Furthermore, two GPs reported in one occasion
that they did not explore suicidality because they feared
it might trigger suicidality. A recent meta-analysis showed
that assessing suicidality does not induce suicidality.37
One study even reported a decrease in suicidal thoughts
and stress symptoms after exposure to questions about
suicidal behaviour.38 Fear for negative effects of talking
about suicidality should thus no longer be a reason to
avoid this.
The most common reason GPs mentioned for not
exploring suicidal thoughts among our sample of
depressed patients, included that they thought the
patient would not be suicidal, rendering talking about
suicidality not necessary. This is worrying, because it
implies that these GPs relied on assumptions. While
previous studies11 14 have shown that GPs were concerned
for less than one-third of patients who later engaged in
serious suicidal behaviour, indicating that these assumptions are not fool proof. In addition, patients tend to avoid
the issue of suicidality if not initiated by the physician.39
The high a priori chance of depressed patients endorsing
suicidality when asked (38%) stresses the importance of
exploring suicidality in these patients. Some GPs reported
that they did not explore suicidal feelings because the
patient had already indicated not being suicidal in an
earlier consultation. It appears that these GPs may not be
aware of the transient nature of thoughts about suicide
and the importance of regularly assessing feelings about
suicide in those deemed to be at some level of risk.
Prevalence and severity of suicidality among patients
Primary care data on suicidal ideation are scarce. Many
studies11 14 19 20 describe the high prevalence of psychiatric disorders, among which depressive disorder, after
a patients’ suicide or attempted suicide. However, few
studies have described the rate of suicidal thoughts
among depressed patients in primary care. The current
paper reports that of the depressed patients who were
asked about it, 38% reported feeling suicidal in the past
week, of which a quarter was experiencing suicidal feelings multiple times a day.
GPs are recommended to assess the presence and the
severity of suicidal ideation in patients with depression.
This includes assessing whether patients have a specific
plan, intention to harm oneself, reasons for living and
impulse control.5 6 We found that most GPs, when identifying suicidality, made further assessments as to the
severity. The question most often asked was whether
patients had a concrete plan of ending their life, which
almost a quarter had. This indicates that some of these
primary care patients were severely suicidal. More research
Elzinga E, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e027624. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-027624
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to another healthcare professional, the GP checked in
86 cases (81.1%) whether patients followed up on these
appointments. Antidepressants were prescribed to 59 out
of 100 patients. GPs also provided other follow-up actions
(n=24, 13.8%), which included, for example, referral to
district team, artistic therapy or sleeping medication.

Open access

Follow-up actions of GPs
Once a patients’ suicidality had been established, most
GPs registered this finding. Two-thirds of suicidal patients
were referred to a mental healthcare specialist and most
were checked on arrival by their GP. There was a weak
correlation between severity of suicidality and follow-up
actions, indicating that the follow-up response increased
with the severity of a patient’s suicidality. The high level
of referral to specialised mental healthcare and the care
taken to make sure patients arrive in mental healthcare
shows that, for GPs, suicidality is a symptom that requires
specialist attention. It may be at odds with the multidisciplinary guideline for suicide prevention,6 which states
that primary care patients with mild to moderate suicidal
ideation can be effectively treated in primary care setting.
Past studies have described similar referral rates for
suicidal patients. Marquet et al20 reported referral rates
of 63%–65% to mental healthcare professionals and
Pearson et al14 found that 64% of GPs contacted mental
health services, either to discuss or to refer patients.
Recommendations
In line with most existing guidelines, our data suggest
that it is wise and worthwhile to actively explore suicidality in all patients treated for depression in primary
care. Avoiding this may rest on the assumption that
patients communicate their suicidal intent when present.
However, previous work39 suggests that professionals and
patients tend to avoid the issue of suicidality if not
actively approached. Suicidal feelings are often transient
in nature. They are not necessarily present during diagnosis of a (new episode of) depressive disorder, but may
develop in a later stadium. Therefore, it is important to
assess and reassess suicidality regularly in these patients.
Since almost half of the people engaging in serious
suicidal behaviour visit their GP in the month preceding
the event,11 every consultation might pose an opportunity
to prevent a patient from acting on their feelings.
Suicide prevention training for GPs, during which the
importance for consequent and frequent exploration of
suicidal feelings is stressed, is recommended. Training
may have a positive effect on screening capabilities of GPs
and it may result in improved care for suicidal patients.
Various population-scale studies have shown a reduction in
suicidal behaviour shortly after such training programmes
were incorporated.7 19 40 41 A suggestion for future studies
is to include GP-related factors such as personal or professional experience with mental health problems, age and
being part of a formal health network,25 27 to help explain
the practice variation.
Limitations
This study has some limitations. The most important one
is that it remains uncertain to what extent GPs who did
not explore suicidal feelings thinking their patients were
Elzinga E, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e027624. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-027624

not suicidal, made a correct assessment. To rule out that
similar prevalence of suicidal feelings will be found in
these patients, future studies should validate these GPs
assessments by assessing the suicidal status of all depressed
patients in primary care. The authors are currently
designing a study in which this will be addressed. Patients
who are diagnosed with a depression or depressed feelings
will be invited to participate in a survey assessing among
others their suicidal ideation.
In addition, GPs may have had justifiable reasons not to
ask for suicidality. A GP generally has much more information about their patients than the variables measured
in this study. Factors, such as physical or psychological
comorbidity, marital status and social environment, are
associated with an increased suicide risk6 35 42 and possibly
play a role in a GP’s decision to explore suicidal thoughts.
Nevertheless, we cannot reveal the influence of these
factors on the exploration rates in this study. In addition,
the suicide exploration rate of the GPs is possibly overestimated. The questionnaire itself may have had a strong
learning effect and encouraged GPs to ask for suicidal
thoughts more often than they would normally do.
Furthermore, because it is a self-reported questionnaire,
some GPs may have given socially desirable answers.
Another important limitation is that this study largely
depended on the labelling practices of the GPs and
these practices likely vary among GPs as well. A study43
reported that although most GPs recognise their patients
as depressed, they only labelled about one-third as such.
The current study represents only patients who were
registered with a depressive disorder.
Conclusion
This exploratory study of GP consultations showed that
GPs explore suicidal feelings in almost half of their
depressed patients and in two-thirds of patients with a new
episode. It also showed there was large variation between
practices. GPs described that patients in whom they have
explored suicidal feelings, reported high rates (38%) of
suicidal feelings, of which almost a quarter had concrete
plans of ending their life. More research is needed to study
whether similar rates will be found among patients whose
suicidality was not explored. Previous studies have shown
positive effects of suicide prevention training on the
recognition of suicidal behaviour. Therefore, we recommend suicide prevention training for GPs and incorporation of these themes into the GP training curriculum.
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is needed to study whether patients whose suicidality was
not explored show similar rates and severity of suicidality.
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